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Elastic Framework Rigid Framework
Constant dist. Exponential dist. Constant dist. Exponential dist.

Ramp-up time T T ln k T T ln k
Completion time (1/2 + β)T (1 + β)T (1 + β)T (ln k + β)T
Utilization 1 1 β/(1/2 + β) β/(ln k − 1 + β)

Table 2: Ramp-up time, job completion time and utilization for both elastic and rigid frameworks, and for both constant and
exponential task duration distributions. The framework starts with no slots. k is the number of slots the framework is entitled under
the scheduling policy, and βT represents the time it takes a job to complete assuming the framework gets all k slots at once.

framework f runs a job which requires βkT total com-
putation time. That is, when the framework has k slots,
it takes its job βT time to finish.

Table 2 summarizes the job completion times and sys-
tem utilization for the two types of frameworks and the
two types of task length distributions. As expected, elas-
tic frameworks with constant task durations perform the
best, while rigid frameworks with exponential task dura-
tion perform the worst. Due to lack of space, we present
only the results here and include derivations in [23].

Framework ramp-up time: If task durations are con-
stant, it will take framework f at most T time to acquire
k slots. This is simply because during a T interval, every
slot will become available, which will enable Mesos to
offer the framework all k of its preferred slots. If the du-
ration distribution is exponential, the expected ramp-up
time can be as high as T ln k [23].

Job completion time: The expected completion time3

of an elastic job is at most (1 + β)T , which is within T
(i.e., the mean task duration) of the completion time of
the job when it gets all its slots instantaneously. Rigid
jobs achieve similar completion times for constant task
durations, but exhibit much higher completion times for
exponential job durations, i.e., (ln k + β)T . This is sim-
ply because it takes a framework T ln k time on average
to acquire all its slots and be able to start its job.

System utilization: Elastic jobs fully utilize their al-
located slots, because they can use every slot as soon
as they get it. As a result, assuming infinite demand, a
system running only elastic jobs is fully utilized. Rigid
frameworks achieve slightly worse utilizations, as their
jobs cannot start before they get their full allocations, and
thus they waste the resources held while ramping up.

4.3 Placement Preferences

So far, we have assumed that frameworks have no slot
preferences. In practice, different frameworks prefer dif-
ferent nodes and their preferences may change over time.
In this section, we consider the case where frameworks
have different preferred slots.

The natural question is how well Mesos will work
compared to a central scheduler that has full information

3When computing job completion time we assume that the last tasks
of the job running on the framework’s k slots finish at the same time.

about framework preferences. We consider two cases:
(a) there exists a system configuration in which each
framework gets all its preferred slots and achieves its full
allocation, and (b) there is no such configuration, i.e., the
demand for some preferred slots exceeds the supply.

In the first case, it is easy to see that, irrespective of the
initial configuration, the system will converge to the state
where each framework allocates its preferred slots after
at most one T interval. This is simple because during a
T interval all slots become available, and as a result each
framework will be offered its preferred slots.

In the second case, there is no configuration in which
all frameworks can satisfy their preferences. The key
question in this case is how should one allocate the pre-
ferred slots across the frameworks demanding them. In
particular, assume there are p slots preferred by m frame-
works, where framework i requests ri such slots, and�m

i=1 ri > x. While many allocation policies are pos-
sible, here we consider a weighted fair allocation policy
where the weight associated with framework i is its in-
tended total allocation, si. In other words, assuming that
each framework has enough demand, we aim to allocate
p·si/(

�m
i=1 si) preferred slots to framework i.

The challenge in Mesos is that the scheduler does
not know the preferences of each framework. Fortu-
nately, it turns out that there is an easy way to achieve
the weighted allocation of the preferred slots described
above: simply perform lottery scheduling [36], offer-
ing slots to frameworks with probabilities proportional to
their intended allocations. In particular, when a slot be-
comes available, Mesos can offer that slot to framework i
with probability si/(

�n
i=1 si), where n is the total num-

ber of frameworks in the system. Furthermore, because
each framework i receives on average si slots every T
time units, the results for ramp-up times and completion
times in Section 4.2 still hold.

4.4 Heterogeneous Tasks

So far we have assumed that frameworks have homo-
geneous task duration distributions, i.e., that all frame-
works have the same task duration distribution. In this
section, we discuss frameworks with heterogeneous task
duration distributions. In particular, we consider a work-
load where tasks that are either short and long, where the
mean duration of the long tasks is significantly longer

6
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Figure 4: Data flow of a logistic regression job in Dryad
vs. Spark. Solid lines show data flow within the framework.
Dashed lines show reads from a distributed file system. Spark
reuses in-memory data across iterations to improve efficiency.

on each iteration, it computes the gradient of an objective
function that measures how well the line separates the
points, and shifts w along this gradient. This gradient
computation amounts to evaluating a function f(x,w)
over each data point x and summing the results. An
implementation of logistic regression in Hadoop must
run each iteration as a separate MapReduce job, because
each iteration depends on the w computed at the previous
one. This imposes overhead because every iteration must
re-read the input file into memory. In Dryad, the whole
job can be expressed as a data flow DAG as shown in Fig-
ure 4a, but the data must still must be reloaded from disk
at each iteration. Reusing the data in memory between
iterations in Dryad would require cyclic data flow.

Spark’s execution is shown in Figure 4b. Spark uses
the long-lived nature of Mesos executors to cache a slice
of the dataset in memory at each executor, and then run
multiple iterations on this cached data. This caching is
achieved in a fault-tolerant manner: if a node is lost,
Spark remembers how to recompute its slice of the data.

By building Spark on top of Mesos, we were able to
keep its implementation small (about 1300 lines of code),
yet still capable of outperforming Hadoop by 10× for
iterative jobs. In particular, using Mesos’s API saved us
the time to write a master daemon, slave daemon, and
communication protocols between them for Spark. The
main pieces we had to write were a framework scheduler
(which uses delay scheduling for locality) and user APIs.

6 Evaluation

We evaluated Mesos through a series of experiments on
the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). We begin
with a macrobenchmark that evaluates how the system
shares resources between four workloads, and go on to
present a series of smaller experiments designed to eval-
uate overhead, decentralized scheduling, our specialized
framework (Spark), scalability, and failure recovery.

Bin Job Type Map Tasks Reduce Tasks # Jobs Run

1 selection 1 NA 38
2 text search 2 NA 18
3 aggregation 10 2 14
4 selection 50 NA 12
5 aggregation 100 10 6
6 selection 200 NA 6
7 text search 400 NA 4
8 join 400 30 2

Table 3: Job types for each bin in our Facebook Hadoop mix.

6.1 Macrobenchmark

To evaluate the primary goal of Mesos, which is enabling
diverse frameworks to efficiently share a cluster, we ran a
macrobenchmark consisting of a mix of four workloads:
• A Hadoop instance running a mix of small and large

jobs based on the workload at Facebook.

• A Hadoop instance running a set of large batch jobs.

• Spark running a series of machine learning jobs.

• Torque running a series of MPI jobs.
We compared a scenario where the workloads ran as

four frameworks on a 96-node Mesos cluster using fair
sharing to a scenario where they were each given a static
partition of the cluster (24 nodes), and measured job re-
sponse times and resource utilization in both cases. We
used EC2 nodes with 4 CPU cores and 15 GB of RAM.

We begin by describing the four workloads in more
detail, and then present our results.

6.1.1 Macrobenchmark Workloads

Facebook Hadoop Mix Our Hadoop job mix was
based on the distribution of job sizes and inter-arrival
times at Facebook, reported in [38]. The workload con-
sists of 100 jobs submitted at fixed times over a 25-
minute period, with a mean inter-arrival time of 14s.
Most of the jobs are small (1-12 tasks), but there are also
large jobs of up to 400 tasks.4 The jobs themselves were
from the Hive benchmark [6], which contains four types
of queries: text search, a simple selection, an aggrega-
tion, and a join that gets translated into multiple MapRe-
duce steps. We grouped the jobs into eight bins of job
type and size (listed in Table 3) so that we could com-
pare performance in each bin. We also set the framework
scheduler to perform fair sharing between its jobs, as this
policy is used at Facebook.

Large Hadoop Mix To emulate batch workloads that
need to run continuously, such as web crawling, we had
a second instance of Hadoop run a series of IO-intensive
2400-task text search jobs. A script launched ten of these
jobs, submitting each one after the previous one finished.

4We scaled down the largest jobs in [38] to have the workload fit a
quarter of our cluster size.
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each iteration depends on the w computed at the previous
one. This imposes overhead because every iteration must
re-read the input file into memory. In Dryad, the whole
job can be expressed as a data flow DAG as shown in Fig-
ure 4a, but the data must still must be reloaded from disk
at each iteration. Reusing the data in memory between
iterations in Dryad would require cyclic data flow.
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the long-lived nature of Mesos executors to cache a slice
of the dataset in memory at each executor, and then run
multiple iterations on this cached data. This caching is
achieved in a fault-tolerant manner: if a node is lost,
Spark remembers how to recompute its slice of the data.

By building Spark on top of Mesos, we were able to
keep its implementation small (about 1300 lines of code),
yet still capable of outperforming Hadoop by 10× for
iterative jobs. In particular, using Mesos’s API saved us
the time to write a master daemon, slave daemon, and
communication protocols between them for Spark. The
main pieces we had to write were a framework scheduler
(which uses delay scheduling for locality) and user APIs.

6 Evaluation

We evaluated Mesos through a series of experiments on
the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). We begin
with a macrobenchmark that evaluates how the system
shares resources between four workloads, and go on to
present a series of smaller experiments designed to eval-
uate overhead, decentralized scheduling, our specialized
framework (Spark), scalability, and failure recovery.
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Table 3: Job types for each bin in our Facebook Hadoop mix.
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sharing to a scenario where they were each given a static
partition of the cluster (24 nodes), and measured job re-
sponse times and resource utilization in both cases. We
used EC2 nodes with 4 CPU cores and 15 GB of RAM.

We begin by describing the four workloads in more
detail, and then present our results.

6.1.1 Macrobenchmark Workloads

Facebook Hadoop Mix Our Hadoop job mix was
based on the distribution of job sizes and inter-arrival
times at Facebook, reported in [38]. The workload con-
sists of 100 jobs submitted at fixed times over a 25-
minute period, with a mean inter-arrival time of 14s.
Most of the jobs are small (1-12 tasks), but there are also
large jobs of up to 400 tasks.4 The jobs themselves were
from the Hive benchmark [6], which contains four types
of queries: text search, a simple selection, an aggrega-
tion, and a join that gets translated into multiple MapRe-
duce steps. We grouped the jobs into eight bins of job
type and size (listed in Table 3) so that we could com-
pare performance in each bin. We also set the framework
scheduler to perform fair sharing between its jobs, as this
policy is used at Facebook.

Large Hadoop Mix To emulate batch workloads that
need to run continuously, such as web crawling, we had
a second instance of Hadoop run a series of IO-intensive
2400-task text search jobs. A script launched ten of these
jobs, submitting each one after the previous one finished.

4We scaled down the largest jobs in [38] to have the workload fit a
quarter of our cluster size.
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